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Fetch Dog Grooming Doggy Day Spa 
ABN 4199288986 

 
Owners Name: ____________________________________________________ 
Address: _________________________________________________________  
Phone Number: ____________________________________________________ 
Dog/s Name/Breed: _________________________________________________ 
Be Careful of/Special instructions: ______________________________________ 
Don’t touch: _______________________________________________________ 
Please initial each paragraph below after being read. 
 
Terms and Condition 
Grooming can be a stressful experience. Our team aims to provide a pleasant, safe, relaxing 
appointment. It is a team effort between the client and the grooming team. It can take from 2-4 hours 
for the full grooming experience. We will message you as soon as your fur baby is ready. We hate 
crating your loved one. We do expect you will be on your way as soon as possible (within half an 
hour). Fees may apply if doggy daycare is required. 
 
Please ensure that you tell us if there are any pre-existing medical conditions or behaviours that our 
team at Fetch grooming should be aware of: for example, recent surgery, medical conditions, 
aggression, medication, vaccinations, worming and flea and tick treatment. 
Please list: _______________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
Health and Safety 
In the unlikely event that Veterinary and or medical treatment is required, the owner will be notified of 
an incident or condition noticed whilst grooming with permission to be sought to continue or cease our 
service. 
Matting 
It is not uncommon to find pre-existing conditions: Hot spots, sores, and other skin issues once 
matting is removed. There is also a chance that your dog’s skin will become irritated from clipping a 
matted coat so close to the skin and could be at a higher risk of accidental nicking or cutting in this 
process.  
Our team at Fetch grooming will not be liable for any vet-related costs due to health issues arising 
from Pre-existing medical conditions, matted and or bad condition coat, which may result in clipper 
rash, exposing pre-existing conditions such as warts, hotspots and minor nicks or cuts.  
 
Declaration 
I am the owner/authorised person of the pet/s detailed above and hereby consent to perform the 
above services. I have read and understood the terms and conditions. 
Signed: _______________________________________________________        Date: _______ 
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Dog/s Name: ____________________________________________ 
 
Services (Circle) 
 : Shampoo x 2 massage, ear clean, blow dry, and nail trim 
 : Tidy up around eyes, hygiene, pad hair removal, brush out and above 
 : Puppy first /Tidy up plus face trim, fringe, toe rounded, ear trim tail trim and above 
 : Full Groom Basic styling, short/shortish length, and all of above 
 : Styled Grooming Customers request (teddy face, Poodle face longer length)  

: Feather trim toes, tail, pants, legs, hygiene pad hair removal, knot removal, 
de-shedding (Cavaliers, Pomeranians, Border collies Golden Retrievers, etc.) 

: Undercoat removal racking de-shedding shampoo system, blow out, brush out 
(May take more than one visit). 

Extra services (Circle) from $5-20 
 : Ear drops/treatment flush or hair removal  
 : Anal Glands externally expressed 
 : Sensitive/Medicated Shampoo/Conditioning 
 : Flea treatment rinse flea removal  
 : Filing edges, grinding nails after a nail trim 
 : Matting/Aggression (assessment +100hr) 
 :  Bad behaviour/elderly extra care 
 : Teeth brushing including a toothbrush 
 : Poodle feet (shaved toes) 
 :  Extra washes needed 
Pricing (Circle) based on small-size dogs 
 : Shamp/nails starts at $60 
 : Tidy-up starts at $70 
 : Puppy  starts at $75 
 : Full groom starts at $80  
 : Custom starts at $90 
 : Undercoat starts at $80 
 : Feather trim    starts at $75 
 : The works starts at $120   

(Full grooming, teeth brush, anal Glands) 
 : Large and extra-large starts at $100 to $160 
 
Our team will quote the best we can with the information provided. Compliance, time taken, 
matting, and extras services can vary in pricing after quotation/ during grooming 
appointments. 
 
Declaration 
I am the owner/authorised person of the pet/s detailed above and hereby consent to perform the 
above services. I have read and understood the terms and conditions. 
 
Signed: _____________________________________________________________Date:______   


